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The proliferation of social media platforms such as Pinterest, Instagram, Tumblr and Facebook has prompted a shift in how students in spatial disciplines source design stimulus — through an abundance of readily available ‘inspo’ ( inspirational images). This shift affects how students participate in design development; sometimes abandoning a rigorous design process informed by unifying principles and concepts in favour of reproductive visual shortcuts. This threatens the fundamental design skills, future adaptability and critical thinking graduates need to bring into existing design teams. To counteract this trend, spatial design courses often resist the use of social media (with little success).

I address this issue in my design studio Spatial Experience and Aesthetics at Curtin University, Western Australia. However, I do not resist the use of social media but rather, equip students with formal analytical tools to find depth and integrity in the inspo to better inform their design process and outcomes.

During Spatial Experience and Aesthetics studio sessions, students explore core design theories that attempt to explain how the aesthetic composition of space affects
experience; including formal aesthetic principles, gestalt, colour theory, phenomenology, and semiotics. Students are then given a real-life client who has collected a significant amount of inspo for the design of their residence. Some images are gaudy or obscure, some contradict one-another and others are provocative.

By conducting a formal analysis through theory, students identify correlations and patterns in the inspo — teasing-out what types of experiences the client might want from their space, and the aesthetic components that could be used to elicit them. Students therefore learn to engage social media as an informative design tool that can be used to create spaces beyond visual trend or replication, potentially taking this new skill into their future practice.
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